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Importance of Rhymes

Singing poems help children in language development, and improve 
their listening and speaking skills. Repetition of poems enables children 
to speak fluently and helps them to understand the manners of 
conversation.

Children have natural sense of rhythm. Singing poems satisfies this 
sense, and helps them to enjoy harmony and pleasure in their life.

Singing poems with actions and using facial expressions increases their 
understanding of language.

Poetry is an effective tool to enhance imaginative skills. Reading poem 
at early ages improves children’s creativity, and helps them in learning 
process of upcoming years.



Teaching Instructions

• Hold the book in your right hand. Draw the attention of children 
 on the page. 
 Display images and sing the poem with rhythm and action.
• Repeat the activity 2 to 3 time, then play the CD and ask children 
 to perform the action.
• Ask children to sing the poem with action.
• Every poem of the book will be taught in the same manner.
• Teach each poem at least three times in a week.
• Chose and repeat the concerned poem on special occasion e.g. 
 poem on rain on a rainy day.
• Sometimes, repeat the poem as per demand of the children
• Entertain children by poems whenever needed.



Singing rhymes with children is one of the most 

effective way of developing language. Rhymes

develop speaking power, confidence and vocabulary

of English language. The important thing about 

rhymes is the type of rhymes selected for his 

purpose. Again, experts of English language have

selected some rhymes that are best for developing 

children’s English speaking power. These rhymes 

are easy, interesting and contain common English

words that children need to speak proper English. 

Parents should sing rhymes to their children everyday.

This will develop their children’s English very quickly.


